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Regents To Determine
Situation of President
Laura Tolley

Joe

Although they did not know each othar before being admitted to the hospital, Kelly Morton, front,
and Monty McDuffie have become good buddies since becoming members of the Child Life
Program st BCMC's Department of Padiatrics.

Hospitals for Children Frightening
But PrograiD Eases Fears, Stresses
Karen R. McAlpin
Being in the hospital can be scary
·and stressful, especially for
children. The Child Life Program
at the University· of New Mexico
Hospitai/BCMC is designed to help
children and their parents overcome
the fears of hospitalization.
Cheri W. Goldman, program
director, said Child Life has two
basic goals. One is "to help the
children and their parents cope with
the stress of hospitalization and
illness."
The second is "to
promote normal child growth and
development within a hospital
setting," she said.
There are four components
within the prograrn, Goldman said
- the playroom, individual support counseling and health
education, administration and
serving UNM students.
The playroom is equipped with
games, puzzles, crayons, music,
colorful walls, various toys and a
piano. Goldman said the playroorn
is open from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.rn.
seven days a. Week and closes for
one hour at noon. She said she
would like to keep the playroom
open at night; however, more salary
funds for additional staff would be
required.
Goldrnan said no medical
procedures are allowed to be
performed at any time in the
playroom. She said this is the
children's "haven." Just because
they are sick, she said, "doesn't
mean they can't play."

Funding for the playroom
furniture and the remodeling design
was provided through a grant by
Levi Strauss. The playroom was
designed by the Design Planning
Center in
the
Assistance
Architect~re Department at UNM.
Goldman said every child is
assigned a Child Life staff member
upon entrance to the hospital. The
children receive basic health
education from staff members.
Simple descriptions of the child's
illness are provided and ''simple
concrete information" is given so
they might better understand what
is happening to them, she said.
One effective tool used by Child
Life staff is bibliotherapy- the use
of books to explain to the children
what is about to happen to them.
Goldman said many different
books are contained in their
bibliotherapy library for explanations from bone marrow
testing to brain scans.
The unit also has surgery
preparation
books containing
surgery
pictures
showing
preparation, said Goldman. This
allows the child to recognize
surgical gowns and other unusual
attire which might otherwise b"e
frightening, she said.
.
Goldman said they also have
artificial bones to help children
understand what is wrong If
hospitalized for broken bones.
"It is common for young
children to feehhat hositalization is
a form of punishment," said
Goldman. For this reason, she said

the Child Life staff focuses on ego
strengths, like "reminding the kids
what makes them special and
important."
Goldman said if a child paints a
picture, it can be put on the wall
next to the child's bed. Then, when
a staff member enters the room,
they might ask, "Who drew that
beautiful picture?'' This way the
continued on page 5

In reference to the presidential
pos-ition, Hull said, "l have
As the search begins for a new thought about it," but said he had
University of New Mexico
made no decision.
president, a decision must also be
UNM President William E.
made for an interim president to "Bud" Davis said, ''There are
serve in the capacity of president many ways to administer an interim
until one is chosen.
situation. It will depend on what
~NM
Board of Regents the interim is and how quickly they
President Henry Jaramillo said can move on their search."
Wednesday that although no
When asked if he would like to
decision had been made on who see anyone from his administration
would serve as interim president, run for the position, Davis said
one ofUNM's vice presidents could answering that question ''would be
inappropriate."
''be a possibility.''
·JoeiJones, associate provost for . Perovich and Napolitano could
a.cademic affairs, said it was his not be reached for comment.
opinion that one or two of the vice
presidents were interested in the
interi~ president and presidential
positions.
Jones said that although John
Perovich and Marvin "Swede"
Johnson are the only two official
vice presidents, McAllister H. Hull
and Leonard Napolitano also
.report directly to the president,
much the same as the vice
presidents.
Johnson said he would do
whatever .was needed to help the Manuel Franco
board get through the transition,
Four candidates for ASUNM
but said he had no aspirations to be
president and two for vice president
the new president.
Johnson was nominated for the kicked off the last week of camUniversity of Arizona presidency paigning Wednesday night at the
last semester. "It takes a lot out of third annual Residence Hall
you,'' he said in reference to what Student Association candidates
nominees are subjected to. He forum.
added that he didn't want to go
The presidential candidates made
through that again at this time.
opening statements to about 60
Provost McAllister Hull said, people who crowded the Hokona
''I'll serve the University in the Hall Cellar.
ways I'm asked."
The ASUNM election will be
Wednesday.
Vince Baca said he had a "sincere
wish to help students." He said he
has helped start such programs as
the Lobo Card discount program
and the campus crimestopper
program.
Michael Gallegos said the "real
" with majors in bilingual issue" is proposed cuts in student
education
financial aid and that getting the
education.
state
legislature to pass no tuition
The Nelli Gooch Travelstead
Scholarship
for elementary increase next year "is not out of our
· education majors was awarded to hands.
Donny Martinez said, ;,1 feel
senior Anna M. Ortega.
Laura Randolph is the recipient student government can best
of the Helen Easterly Memorial benefit students .• , by providing
Scholarship for students of the most good for the most number
secondary education. A junior, of students. I'll try to make
Randolph is concentrating on ASUNM rnore responsive to your
teaching English as a second needs."
Randy Knapton said he would try
language.
Other scholarships offered by the to direct ASUNM to providing
College of Education are the John more sttJdent services and to
Milne ·Memorial Scholarship, the restructure the executive office to
Charles Spain Scholarship and the become rnore effective and efficient. He said he would Work to
Lou Rosasco Scholarship.
"So far more than ISO ap- help UNM regain control of more
pllcations have been picked up, but than $5 million in land and Pervery few have been returned,'' said manent Fund incorne lost by UNM
Tina Sintas, secretary to Dr. during the 1981-82 Legislature.
The candidates answered
Rinaldi.
questions frorn a panel composed
'of one representative each frorn the
Student Veterans Association,
Panhcllenic Council, the New
Mexico Daily Lobo and the
Hall
Student
forcement and prosecution of Residence
sexual crirnes and to provide Association; as well as answering
medical
and
psychological questions from the audience.
aaca said PEC, should bring in
assistance for victims of such
cdtnes1"
Garda: said. uThe only '"big·llame bands" to reverse
progra:rn funds eomrnunity-based its recent large deficits. fie said he
programs that offer 24-hour crisis wanted to expand the ASUNM
intervention and psychological textbook Co•op, the Child Care
counseling for sexual assault Co•op, the Lobo Card discount
program and the campus
victims.''
He also said up to $150 for each crimestoppers program.
Gallegos said he feltthe ASUNM
vietirn can be given t.o medical
· t:ontinuedon psge3
facilities and licensed physicians.

Education College Seeking
More Scholarship Applicants
Michaelle Myers
The College of Education has
awarded
sc:holarships totaling
$1000 to Myrtha Pages, Mario
Baca, Anna M. Ortega and Laura
Randolph.
uwe are hoping for a broatler
response. We are currently accepting applications for scholar·
ships for the fall semester, and our
deadline is April IS.'' said Assistant
Dean of Student Affairs, Dr. John
Rinaldi, whose office 'handed out
about 100 applications last
semester. OnlY seven of those were
submitted, from which the four
recipients were selected.
The Dolores Gonzales Memorial
Scholarship for bilingual education
majors was awarded to Myrtha
Pages and Mario Baca. Both are
doctoral students in elementary

Program Helps· Victims of Sex-Related Cr.inies
SANTA .FE (UPt) - The state
Behavioral Services Division
reported Thursday that alrnost 9()()
sex-related crimes were reported to
community sexual crimes programs
in New Mexico from July 1980 to
Junel981.
Robert Garcia, acting director of
the division, said 880 sexual crirnes
were reported to 29 comrnunity
programs throughout the state
.
during that year·long period.
Of the crimes reported to the

community prograrns, 93 percent of
the victirns · were females, Garcia
said. .
. . •
.
The majonty of the reported
crimes - 68 .percent - was rape,
officially called crimilfal sexual
penetration, he said. Other sexual
crimes were: child sexual abuse, 12·
percent; atteltipted criminal sexual
penetration, ni lle percent; incest,
seven f'eti!ertt- and other sex crimes,
rout percent.
Overa:ll, 76 per<:ent of the victims

were between the ages of 13 and 35;
Garcia said 1 With the largest percentage of all victims in the 22 to ~5
age category.
Victims between 13 and t 7 years
bf age accounted for the second
largest percentage, he sai4.
New Mexico has a sexual crimes
prosecution and treatment law
administered by the Behavioral
Health Services Division. .
"'I'he purpose of the program is
to prornote effective law l.!n·

Candidates
Discuss Issues
In 3rd Annual
Cellar Forum

r
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Lecturer Investigates JFK's Death
Cathy Renfro

David Lifton, an in-depth study
examining events surrounding the
C<;mtroversial
new evidence assassination, Snyder said.
surrounding the assassination of
The lect\lre will include slides.and
former President John F, Kennedy the Zapruder film of the Dallas
highlights "Who Killed JFK?", a motorcade.
lect\lre and film show at I p.m.
Yazijian will also examine
Monday in Woodw&rd H&ll.
relationships surrounding
KenASUNM Speakers Committee nedy's assassin, Lee Harvey Oswald
Chairman Bill Snyder said the
and Jack Ruby, WhO killed Oswald
evidence presented by Harvey in the Dallas Police Station,
As
co-founder
of
the
Yazijian was not accepte.
Warren Commission whic
·
Assassinaticm Information Sureau
up to investigate the assassi
. In Washington, D.C., Yazijian is
Most of Yazijian's information is one of three of the bureau's
bas eel on the book Best Evidence by members presently lecturing across

the Uni tecl Stales.
"Few people know that the
Congressional investigation found
that Kennedy was probably killed
by a conspiracy," he said, "We
know that Oswald was not alone,
and we know tliat Jack Ruby had
help in silencing him,"
Admission to the presentation is
$2 for students and $2,50 for the
general public.
Yazijian is editor of Government
by Gunplay, an anthology about
political conspiracies, and. author
of The Cola Wars, a biography of
Coca-Cola and Pepsi-Cola.
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30YEAR
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NO DOWN PAYMENT VA
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Courtyards with barbeque grills
Pool and sun deck
Hot tub
Tennis courts, golf course and driving
range less than a block away
• University of New Mexico, downtown
area and hospitals close by
• And all the good-living features you'd
expect in a fine home

8/e

•Annual

Percentage
Rate

STUDIOS & ONE BEDROOM

LUXURY CONDOMINIUMS

i6, 19.82

Duplicating Center should expand
"within reason" and that a study
should be done to see if a larger
textbook co-op is really needed.
·A sports and hobby co-op, a
student tutorial program and open
evaluations of teachers were among
the projects Martinez said he would
support.
Baca said ASUNM participation
in the Associated Students of New
Mexico "can be very positive"
despite . recent trouble between
ASUNM and ASNM.
Gallegos said there was "a
definite need for a statewide
organization ... for lobbying."
Martinez said, "We are, to a
point, responsible to the rest of
students" in the state. "We should
help them out. What happened this
year was just a small sqUabble."
Knapton said that ASUNM "has
tried to dominate and rule ASNM"
in the past. "We don't need to
control ASNM," he sajd, "If we
work together, we will obtain our
goals much more rapidly."
Baca said he was not strongly for
or against obtaining a student pub
oil campus but "if enough students
want it, I will work for it."
Because the deadline to apply for
a liquor license waiver has passed,
students should support the
University administration's efforts
to obtain a waiver in the hope the
license would be used for a place
open to students, Gallegos said.
"If the students want one, we
should give it to them," Martinez
said. "The people who want it
should organize and go fodt."

Knapton said he strongly supported a pub in. the past but "the
hard reality comes down to the
Regents. The best chance is that a
new governor will appoint new
Regents."
All the candidates said they
would work to try and obtain a
voting student member on the
Board of Regents although
Knapton did not strongly support
the idea, saying his emphasis is "on
things that can be achieved quickly
and with immediate effect" o.n
students.
All the candidates said they could
not support the New Mexico Public
Interest Research Group's efforts
to obtain fixed ASUNM funding
and more autonomy although all
four candidates said they supported
PIRG's efforts to serve students.
Vice presidential candidate Dan
Serrano said that despite not being
able to obtain more camP\lS
lighting, "I feel we have a chance to
do something next semeSter.''
He said he supports having more
on-campus events and improvements, including landscaping
around Smith Plaza, Johnson Gym
and "especially around the dor-

ms."

Serrano said he did not consider
the possibility of a student pub to
be "completely dead."
Lope;>; said he would "like to
see" a Student pub. "The question
is whether it is legal to bring it on
campus. We could try to do so and
see what happens," he said.
Past
appropriations
and
allocations should be used to figure
the amount of funds student
organizations should receive, Lopez
said. He advocated requiring a
certain percentage of ASUNM
funds be set aside for student
services and another percentage be
set aside for student organizations.
Serrano said he "strongly
favors" the UNM Child Care Coop and said he fought to have it
funded for 1982-83 at last year's
level, $21,500.
Lopez said he supports ASUNM
funding for the Co-op.

Division of Physical Therapy
at the School of Medicine is seeking 30 participants
in a pain threshold study. Subjects will be hospitalized for 24 hours during which time 460 ml of blood
will be collected. Subjects will receive three meals
and fifty dollars for their participation. Call 2775756 for more information.

\ ••
t;9'{. ~··

t;•
General Stores
111 Harvard SE
(across from UNM)

8117 Menaal NE

403 Cordova Rd. Wat
Santa Fe

Weekend Special

.

Vice
presidential candidate
Francisco Lopez said ASU:NM
should strive to also benefit the
many students who are not involved
in student organizations.
Other sources of funding should
be sought to help expand student
services, Lopez said.
He said he would also acl.vocate
reducing prices for students .at the
Subway Station.

World News
Military Junta Says Election
Void, President Under Arrest
GUATEMALA
CITY
Guatemala's new military junta
declared the results of the March 7
presidential election null and void
Thursday but the head of the junta
'said he did. not plan to take over the
presidency.
Gen. Efrain Rios Montt, head of
the three·man junta that toppled
President Romeo Lucas Garcia
Tuesday, said the deposed president
was being held under house arrest.
The election, which the coup
leaders had denounced as
"fraudulent," was won by Gen.
Aribal Guevara, candidate of the
government coalition party headed
by Lucas Garda.
Guevara, who had been
scheduled to take office July I, was
reported to be in the United States.
The Young Officers Movement,
which mounted the coup, said it
acted to restore democracy to
Guatemala but it gave no indication
when control of the country would
be turned over to civilians.
The three-man military junta
announced the decision to cancel
the results of the election at a news
conference. A military spokesman
said the junta took the decision

.

~

because the
election was
"corrupt." They did not announce
plans for a new election.
Asked if he would run for
president once civilian rule was
restored, as the army has promised,
R.ios replied, "I will not accept any
candidacy for the presidency ot
Guatemala because 1 have
responsibilities that cannot be
postponed with the army and those
do not figure in, precisely, with the
presidency of the republic."
The New York Times reported
Thursday that U.S. officials knew
of the plans for a coup as early as
Jamlacy.
However,
a
Guatemalan
politician who said he was one of
the coup plotters told reporters
Wednesday that the Urtited States
did not know of the coup in ad•
vance,
In Washington, State Department spokesman Dean Fischer was
asked about the reports - particularly if the U.S. Embassy in
Guatemala knew about the coup
beforehand.
.
"I'm ilot aware that they had any
advance knowledge of the coup,"
Fischer replied.
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99c
Omelettes
·---------------------------------,
1
Our great Omelettes for·
1
1

I1
1

1

only 99¢ (reg. $1.49)

I1

One coupon per customer.

.

. .

Offer valid Sot CG-27) 8-11am
Offer valid Sun <J-28) 1Oam-2pm .

.

.

1

----------------------------------·
·--------------.--------------------..
I
FREE Bagels! .
I
I
I
% dozen frozen bagels FREE with this coupon and any purchase.

I
I

One per customer" Offer valid Sot-Sun (Mar. 27·28)
Only while supplies last.

• .

I
I

·---------------------------------~
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Tal Es La Vida

by John E. Ames. Department of English

You're either on the /}U$ or you're off the bus.

-Tom Wolfe
President Reagan has already said it many times
during speeches r,lelivered all around this Great
Nation, but I want to reiterate at the local level: you're
either for us, or you're against us.
By "us" I mean the New Right, of which I've been a
proud, dues paying member for some time now. We in
the New Right believe In the sanctity of God, F;,mily,
;,nd Property. At a less publicized level II mean the
level at which a Godfearing man knows in his he;,rt-ofhearts that he's right, d;,mmit) we stand for
Manliness, Womanliness, and the Glory of the White
Race.
To our no-nonsense way of thinking, you're either a
friend of the present administration (which favors low
taxes, high employment and a virile potent leadership)
or else you're an enemy of the administration: prowelfare, anti-business, wimpy anq neutered.
And I wish to emphasize that we are indeed a new
Right. As even dried-up 'conservative' Barry Goldwater has whined, "I think every goad Christian ought
to kick Jerry Falwell right in the ass." Goldwater is
jealous, that's all. Because we on the New Right say
what we mean and mean what we say. Don't confuse
us with the nambly-pambly, cream-of-wheat-for-guts
flag wavers. Like Calvin Coolidge before us, we mean
BUSINESS. Just cry to kick our asses, Barry.
We're ready. As so many other Ameicans have
dane and are doing, I first joined the New Right at the
grass roots level. This was at the Camp Pendleton,
Ca., Marine Base in 1969, where I was offered the
opportunity to associate myself with the thriving
Oceanside Chapter of the Ku Klux Klan - the armed
avant-garde of tile New Right. By one of those chance
coincidences in life, I discovered that not only the
maxims of Marine training !"WAR is our business, and
business is good!") but the ammunition and rifles,
also, were the same as those employed by the Klan.
But now I'm wandering. To return to my original
thesis: you're either for us, or you're against us. As
even that myopic wimp Ralph Nader correctly
predicted when he recently propagandized here at
UNM: the polarization of America will soon be upon
us. You're going to have to decide, and quick,
whether you're going to be on the bus or off the bus.
We're about to rQII. You are being invited to join a
red, white anq blue bandwagon of unprecedented
dimensions. Right "now we're at least 30 million
strong, and most of us can shoot. Our record so far
speaks eloquently of what's to come:
ITEM - You all now the chief complaint against
Jimmy Carter - he was a wishy-washy, namblypambly, wimpy, insecure and effeminate. A "yes,
but" man. Well, in contrast, consider President
Reagan's right on response to a recent query asking
him to clarify his position on limited nuclear war:

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

!

"Well, I would - if they realized that we- again, if, if
we led them back to that stalemate only because that
our retaliatory power, our seconds, or strike them
after our first strike, would be so destructive that they
couldn't afford it, that would hold them off."
IT~M - Many folks don't realize that, under Jimmy
Carter, our Armed Forces were ordered to eat chicken
in place of steak in a misguided attempt to ''save
money." Is it any wander that the hostage rescue
attempt in Iran failed? But thanks to same brilliant
supply side linguistic maneuvering, the new ad·
ministration has managed to reallocate excess calories
from school lunch programs and channel them into
the mouths of hungry troopers.

3-~

James Johnson of the agriculture department
illustrates the process by which simple linguistic
reclassification turned up hitherto wasted revenues:
Johnson: Ketchup in combination with ather
things was classified as a vegetable.
Washington Post: What other things?
Johnson: French' fries or hamburgers,
ITEM - As James Miller, chairman of the Federal
Trade Commission, has succinctly put it: "Imperfect
products should be available because consumers have
different preferences for defect avoidance." This
should be obvious to anyone who has ever purchased
a Dalkon Shield in Guatemala or watched the liberated
mothers of Ethiopia happily mixing muddy river water
with Nestle's infant formula.
Accordingly, President Reagan has recently introduced bill S-1751 (Which has the vital support of us
on the New .Right). this bill will squelch all the
squeamish sob sisters who scream about consumer
protection, squelch them by eliminating or modifying
the provisions of the so-called Freedom of Information
Act. The FOIA is allowing too damn much sensitive
information - such as labels listing all the ingredients
contained in a food product - to leak to the public,
information which is often counterproductive to
corporate profits.
These are only a few of the highlights of a moral and
ec-onomic blueprint to redesign the facade of America.
But even righteous crusaders with God as their copilot
encounter turbulence. like my Dl's warned us In boot
camp: "Be careful, maggots. You've always got that
10 percent." Deadweight. Nonhackers who want to
screw up the entire program. "It is absolutely
essential," James Edwards, secretary of energy,
reminds us, "to get rid of these strident voices
somehow, get rid of the roadblocks."
Clear the road, our bus is ready to roll. We've been
listening to the caterwauters and effeminate in·
tellectuals - that 10 percent -for too long. It's time
now to look at the bright side. The Right side. Who
side are you going to bean? Think about it.
Won't you give, and give generously, when our
SWAT teams come calling at your door?
Thank you. Have a nice day.

Observations

Posh Diners Bring
Disgust to Worker
Jean Shepherd
Columnist
It happens evety night.
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They s.troll in with their monogrammed shirts, tweeds, silks and
lots of d1amands. The women buddy-up and ooh and ahh about
how elegant the place is. The men act disgustingly gallant and fight
over the dinner tab.
It's roug~ working your way through college at the most posh
restaurant 1n town. Although it would be worse working your way
through college at a sleazy dump.
I Wonder what sort of statistics one could find to dewmine how
many college educations have been financed by tips. 1 bet there
would be a lot.
At least it's an interesting pastime: watching the dining elite. It
. allo~s. one . an opp~rtunity to observe people at their best; ente~t~lnlng fnends 1Nh1le stuffing their faces with expensive Japanese
CUISine,
When it's over, they glide back out, after just the acceptable
am?unt of sake. They retrieve their London Fog ttench coats and
the1r furs.
T.hey say they'll have to do it again soon. They vanish in a whiff of
designer cologne.
Disgusting.

I:Ot11f!llt,

Boy, I can't wait until! can be one of them.

'
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Pre-employment
Physical Exams for Students

Professional Vandals Can Cause Problems for Campers
Steve Sandoval
Friday afternoon has finally
arrived and you are all set to spend
the weekend hiking, backpacking
or fishing at your favorite outdoor
recreation area. The car is already
packed. All that's left now is the
drive to the mountains.
It sounds like the beginning of an

ide~!

weekend - except for one
thing - vandalism. A spokesman
for the Southwest Regional Office
of the United States Forest Service
said it is a big problem.
Dick Ftray, assistant director for
outdoor recreation management for
the southwest region of the U.S.
Forest Service, said vandalism, with
respect to outdoor recreation, has

two aspects. They are vandalism to
public property and vandalism to
personal property,
Ftray said vandalism to public
property includes stealing signs,
chopping trees and defacing picnic
tables. Vandalism to personal
property includes such things as
stealing camping accessories or
vandalizing automobiles.

The proplem, Ftray said, is "it's
darn difficult to catch them.
They're out in a remote area and
there's very few officers out there."
Ftray said the kinds of vandals
who roam the outdoors waiting to
vandalize campers and backpackers
are "professional vandals who have
time on their hands and are just
.looking for something to do."

The multi-media presentation that stunned
audiences at over 400 campuses!

Ftray said another problem the
forest service faces in trying to stop
vandalism i.n public recreation areas
is that fines for defacing public
property are not excessive, and that
underst~Jffed sherifrs and state
department's
have
police
jurisdlction over vandalism to
personal property, and they can not
continued onpage R-3
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Learning How To Buy Backpacks

Stude1•ts may obtain physical e;«aminiltion at the Stndent Health
Center for a base fee of $20 plus the shmdard fee for any X-ray or
laboratory work that is necessary, Fot· appointments call 277-3136.

Ro!,ert S(Jnche::.

I

Camptrails, Mountain Chalet,
Lowe Alpine , . , the list of brand
names ofquality backpacks goes on
and on, What is the best choice to
make when buying a backpack?
Don Schauerte, owner of Sandia
Mountain Outfitters, explains what
to look for in packs:
"There are so many different
packs on the market," he said. "It
really depends on the individual
choice."
Schauerte described the differences between internal and
external frame backpacks. Internal
frame packs have the frame built
in. The pack is attached to the
frame generally by tempered
aluminum pieces that fit into

Enjoy the prestige and benefits of a membership.

N.M. Hiking Trails Excellent

Monday
March 29
1:00pm
Woodward Hall
Students $1.00, General Public $2.00

Tickets available at the door

A rock climber displays his
skills during Spring break off
of Highway ~ fiBBr Cloudcraft.
[Photo
by Joe
Cavaratta]

Sponsored by the ASUNM Speakers Committee

If your phone bill

seems wrong, calling us is
the right thing to do.
Sometimes your phone bill can come as a real surprise. Asurprise that makes you think someone
down at Mountain Bell may have made a mistake.
It's possible. And if we've made any mistakes,
we don'twant you to pay for them.
Just call your Mountain Bell business office.
(The phone number is listed on your bill, and in the
Customer Guide section at the front of the White
Pages.) Aservice representative will be happy to check
your records, and find out where the problem lies.
If we've made an error, we'll tell you where it is,
and correct it immediately. Or, we'll explain to you
why your phone bill reads the way it does, and
answer any other questions you may have.
Costly mistakes are something we can all live
without. So if there seems to be a problem on your
phone bill, we'd like to help you straighten it out.
And let us make it something you can live with.

Forthewayyou live.

@
Mountain Bell

D!1rrell J. Pehr Polasky, is the beginning point for
five major trails that offer all levels
Several areas in New Mexico of hiking. Forest Service personnel
offer hikers an excellent op- at the center are very helpful to
portunity to get away. While most hikers.
Hikers should notify the Forest
of the northern hiking trails are
snowpacked or muddy, many SerVice before taking any trips into
southern New Mexico areas have the area. The Gila National Forest
station is in Silver CitY at 2610
good hi king conditions.
The Gila National Forest, near North Silver St., and their phone
Silver City in Southwest New number is (505) 388-1986.
The Lincoln National Forest
Mexico, offers excellent opportunities for hikers, according to offers excellent hiking this time of
Jan
Polasky,
information year, according to Polasky,
technician for the Forest Service. especially in the Guadalupe
The area ranges in elevation from Mountains, near Carlsbad. The
4500 to 10,892 feet and has vast Sitting Bull Falls Trail, about an
rugged mountain ranges. The Gila hour's drive from Carlsbad, has
also includes several wilderness good hiking. The trail is 3 1/2 mites
areas, including the Gila, Aldo long and ends at the Sitting Bull
Leopold, and Blue Range Falls picnic area. There is diverse
wilderness areas. According to vegetation and wildlife along the
Polasky, the Gila is a site of trail, according to Polasky.
beautiful trout streams, 1000 foot- Another trail in the area, the Camp
deep canyons and mountain fishing Wilderness .Ridge Trail, is about an
lakes. Horseback riding, pack trips hour-and-a-half drive from
and day hikes are possible Carlsbad. It is a longer trail, and
the last five miles of the nine mile
throughout the area.
The best area to start from in the trail has mote demanding conGila, according to Polasky, Is the ditions.
Other hiking areas in the area
Gila Visitor Center, located 44
miles north of Silver City on State include the Bowl Hike, a seven-mile
continued on page R-6
Road 15. The center, according to

THE LOBO
TENNIS CLUB
The Player's Tennis Club
One of the most modern and pleasant tennis facilities in the
Southwest, at the most affordable rates available.
- BRAND NEW CLUBHOUSE & PRO SHOP
- LIGHTED CENTER COURT
- LAYKOLD COURTS
- SPECIAL ACTMTIES & TOURNAMENTS
- TOTAL MEMBERSHIP LIMITED TO 600
- GUEST PRIVILEGES
-PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION AVAILABLE
-HOST CLUB FOR THE 19SZ WAC TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIPS
- HOME OF THE UNM TENNIS TEAMS
The Board of Dlrectors has authorized a limited number of memberships for
the Albuquerque community.
No-Interest terms available on initiation fees.

Come to the Lobo Tennis Club at 1710 University Blvd. SE (across from
Pit) or call242-2697
and find ont abont the special low initiation fees for UNM students, faculty, siaff and alumni,

CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE
THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS UNM

Popejoy Hall

-Vandals----continued from pege R-2
always have officers on hand to
patrol recreation areas.
Cathy Stephenson, a forest
official for the Jemez Springs
district of the 0 .S. Forest Service,
said vandalism is a continual
problem for forest officials. "It
grows every year and it is increasing," she said.
Stephenson said 52 cars were
reported vandalized in 1981 in the
Jemez Springs district alone, but
Stephenson said the actual number
of cars vandalized is probably much
more.
In addition, Stephenson said
nearly $30,000 in personal
belongings were reported stolen,
much of that being from UNM
students.
Stephenson said the forest service
determines a dollar value for
damage to public property by
calculating how much it would cost
to restore the damaged item back to
the way it was. She said this can be
quite costly for the forest service.
F'tray said despite the difficulty in
trying to prevent vandalism, hikers
and backpackers can help them·
selves by camping out of site of
trails and trail junctions. "Near
trails, the camp is easy to see,"
Ftray said.
"You not only have more
privacy, but people are less likely to
find it and rip it off," Ftray said.

Ftray suggests using "subdued
colors, earth tones that don't catch
attention." He also suggested
marking camping gear and letting a
family .member or friend know
where you or your party will be.
Ftray said some backpackers and
hikers invite trouble by leaving
things in their cars that can be seen
by potential vandals. He suggests
locking all belongings in the trunk
where they will be out of sight.
Other things that may prevent
you from being vandalized are "to
acquire in advance about the
vandalism history of a particular
trail head,'' Ftray said. "You may
want to park somewhere else."
Ftray said the Forest Service is
working to stop outbreaks of
vandalism by putting volunteers
with radios neat roads and trail
heads to watch cars, and by using
outfitter guides, who are local area
ranchers not employed by the forest
service but under permit to the
forest service, to watch cars and
recreation areas.
Ftray said people can also help
themselves and others by watching
out for each other.
"If you do see something
happening, you should report it,"
Frtay said. "You should do
something about it."
"A lot of these thiefs do these
thirtgs because they know they
won't get caught," he added.

PRESENT

You haven't really lived until
you've seen it livel

I
The BroadwaJ.f Maalcal

Special To UNM Students
Tuesday, April 20 · 8:15PM· lh Price· $10, $9, $7
Wednesday, April'21- 3:00PM- Balcony Only- $7, $5.50
LIMIT 2 PER I. D.
Hurry! Offer Expires March 27 · Hurry!
Telephone 277-3121
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ART

GOLDEN INN
-presentsFriday, March 26

Bpm

Fabulous Thunderbirds
&

Tickets

Planets

$s.oo*

Coming Events ...
April 16 ·- joe Ely and The Blasters

Tickets $7.50
April 10 -- Huey Lewis and The News

Tickets $5.00

Students

1/2

Price*

Show your ticket & StudenliD at the door and '12 of the price
will be rcfunde~. Tickets av<1il<1ble <1t all Giant Ticket Outlets.
For more information call - ;!43-3208 or the Golden Inn ;!81-9994.

Firemen's
Ball
Friday
7 & 9:15
"A delicious parody-fable of
Slavic bureaucracy. With the
- Russian occupation, the farce
is open to newer and darker
· interpretations."
Time

The
Red Badge
of Courage
Saturday
7 & 9:15
"Mr. Kazan is eloquent with a
camera ; .. a masterful picture."
-New York Times

SUB Theater
Students $1.50
Others $2.00

SHows

ALBUQUERQUE MusEUM - "New Mexico Solar Heating
- Yesterday is Tomorrow" is a pa&'live solar energy
exhibit now being displayed at the Albuquerque
Mureum. The prerenmtion focuses on the past, present
and potential roles the sun plays. in ,.,tisfying energy
needs. The exhibit can be seen on the main mall of the
Albuquerque Museum until March 28,
''The Moving Image'' is an exhibition created rolely for
the purpose of making animated films and features
actual cells from work such as Bambi, Yelww Submflrine , and Fan/usia , Dancemaker performances will
be within the environment of "The Moving Image" in
the east gallery. The dances carry through the theme of
animation and are &!heduled for March 28 at 2 and 4
p.m.
"Explore'' and "New Town and the Railroad Boom
Years'' are continuous exhibitions at the museum. The
former is kinetic sculpture designed for children and the
latter, a historic exhibition of Albuquerque. Hours are
TuesdaysthroughSundays from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m..
ALBUQUERQUE UNITED ARTISTS - "Craftworks IV," a
juried, all-media crafts exhibition open to all craftspeople in New Mexico, is scheduled for May through
June. All works must be submitted by April 17 with a
fee of $7. For a prosepectus write: Craftworks, P.O.
Box 1808, Albuquerque, New Mexico, 87103, or phone
243·0531 or conmct the Downtown Center for the Arts,
216 Central SW. Hours are Tuesday through Saturday
11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
ThE JoNsoN GALLERY - Running through April5 will be
"Other Artist's Works" which will feature s:>me works
by friends of Jonoon, former students and former
teacher, RJ.O. Nordfeldt. Gallery hours are Tuesday
through Sunday, l.to 5 p.m.
MAxWELL MuSEUM oF ANTHROPoLOGY - "Paintings on
Pottery" by Ann and Carl Beam will be exhibited now
through May2 at the museum.
.
"Fiestas of San Juan Nuevo" Ceremonial Art from
Michoacan, Mexico will show until September 1982.
Hours are Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.;
Saturday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.; Sunday, 1 to 5 p.m.
TEACHING GALLERY - "UndergraduateAll•Media" will
feature works by UNM art students and will be curated
by the art department faculty. The presenmtion will run
now through April9. The gallery is located across from
the department office, room 204, in the art building.
The hours are from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through
Friday.
HosHOUR GALLERY (4172ndSW)- "Native New Mexico
Installation" by Bill Gilbert will be showing until
March 31. Gallery hours are noon to 5 p.m. Tuesday
through Saturday. .
•
MARIPOSA GALLERY (113 Romero NW)- "Paintingaand
Claywork by Carolyn Barford and Pamela Messer" is a
new approach and an interesting reciprocation between
the two arts and is now showing at the gallery. The
exhibition will run through March 16.
MERIDIAN GALLERY (220 Central Ave. SW) -"Works by
Ed Haddaway"- Thisone-manshowbytheMeridian
member will include painted steel sculptures and is
scheduled to run through April18. Hours are Tuesday
through Saturday 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. and Sunday 1 to 4
p.m.
WILDINE GALLERIES (903 Rio Grande NW) - March 26
begins' 'Works by Frank McColloch.''
UNM ART MuSEUM - In the upstairs gallery, a show
entitled "Geometric Formalism In American Art," is
exhibited and will run now through March 28.
Showing now through April 4 is photography by Ellen
Carey, which will be on display in the north gallery.
WHEELWRIGHT MuSEUM (in Sanm Fe) -"Tales for the
Season/' a storyteller of dolls, nativities and pottery
figurines by Helen Cordero (Cochiti Pueblo) is on
exhibit until April 29. Hours are Tuesday through
SaturdayfromlO a.m. to 5 p.m. andSundayfroml to
5p.m.
NEW MEXICO UNION GALERIA - A human figuration
sculpture exhibit featuring works by &!ulptors Ike
DaVis, Jorge Lovato, Patrick Chavez, George Matsumoto, Dan Noyes, Tammy Dobos, and Clara Lyle.
Opening reception will be on March 30th, from 6 to 8
p.m. in the Casa del Sol of the Student Union Building;
There will be live jazz music.

AcTIVITIEs
TALENT SHow - sponsored by SUB Noontime Entertainment, will continue its competition from noon until
1 p.m.. every Wednesday until April21. Prizes include a
paid performance at UNM' s Spring Fiesta April 22-25.
For more information call277 ,2328.
'raE SuBwAY SrATION - will hold dances on both Friday
and Saturday night from 9 p.m. to 12:30 a.m. Jams
Unlimited will provide the music. Admission is $2 for
students and $3 for the general public.
FIRST ANNUAL FEEL NUTRIFIC FuN RuN ~nsored by the
Albuquerque District Dietetic Asoociation is &!heduled
for March 28 With a check-in time of 9:45a.m. at the
UNM North Golf Course. :Regi!ter at the UNM
1ntramural Office by March 26. Registration fee is $5,
or $6 the day of the race. Proceeds will go to the Ronald
McDonald House Fund.
'raE UNM INTERNATIONAL FoLK DANCE CLUB meets
every Tuesday evening. The .group will meet at the
north end of the second floor of the SUB. Advanced
dancers will meet from 6 to 7 p.m.; beginning to in·
tennediate dancers from 7 to 8:15 p.m., with open
dancing from 8 to 10 p.m. for anyone irttere!te<l.
Charge is 50 cents a perron. Teaching is available for
beginner~- • . , . , .

ScnABBLE PLAYllRS CLUB No. 129 meets Tuesdays at 7
p.m. at Jao.Jao' s Place, 5000 Central SE. Admission is
$1.
WAGON WHEELS SQuAREDANCE CLUB meets Thursdays
from 7 to 9 p.m. in the SUB Ballroom. There is a live
caller; refreslunents are provided.
UNM BALLROOM DANcE CLUB meetseveryFridaynightat
7:30 in the SUB ballroom. Everyone is invited. The club
gives free mini-lessons at the start of each session.
There is a $1 charge for non-members, with semester
membership $5.
B!loAPW AY JAZZ CLUB Imets Friday and Saturday at 8
p.m. at the Tamarind Resmurant in the Galeria. This
week a special event is in store with tenor saxaphonist
Eddie Harris. Accompanying Harris will be local
talent: Shermin Rubin, piano; Pete. Ahmahl, drums;
and John Griffin, bass. Tickets are on sale during club
hours. Prices in advance are $3 for club members; $5
for general public; at the door $4 for members and $5
for the general public. Membership costs$30 annually,
UNM CHESS CLUB - Anyone interested in the game of
chess is invited to join a newly formed club that focuses
on playing chess for fun and .relaxation as well as for
developing individual skills. This week the meeting will
be at3 p.m. in room 253 of the SUB.

CoNCERTS
KELLER HALL S!lRtES - Spectacular vm, presented by
the UNM Collegiate singers, with John Clark directing,
is an entertainment extravaganza presented by the
Southwest's premier show group. Tickets are $4 for the
general public and $3 for faculty, staff, students, senior
citizens and Century Club members.
ThE NEw MEXICO SvMPHONY OncHESTRA - Alichi De
Larrocha will be performing with the New Mexico
Symphony Orchestra on Friday and Saturday April 9
and 10, at Popejoy HaiL Tickets ate available through
Ticketmaster and are $6.35; $7.85; and $8.60 for
students and $8.70; $10.60; $11.60; and $13.60 for the
general public.
On April13, at8:15 p.m., Alichi DeLarrocha will give a
solo performance in Popejoy Hall. Tickets are $5.60;
$6.60 and $7.60 for students and $6.60; $8.60; and
$10.60 for the general public.

Bus SroP - The comedy-drama by Pulitzer Prize winner
William Inge will be presented at the Bam Dinner
Theater in Cedar Crest now through April 4. Wednesday through Saturday the Barn opens at 6 p.m. for
cocktails and 6:45 to 7:45p.m. for dinner. Plays begin
at8:15 p.m. On Sundays, the cocktail hour begins at4
p.m., dinner is rerved from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m. and the
playbeginsat6 p.m.
NuEvo MExrco Si! - Music of New Mexican history
translated into English is playing at the Tiffany
Playhouse March 12 through 26. Curtain times are 8
p.m. Friday and Saturday and 3 p.m. on Sunday.
Ticket prices are $4; $3.50 for senior citizens, children,
and students; $3 a perron for groups of 10 or more.
ThE PLAYBOY OF THE WESTERN WonLD -John Synge's
classic Irish comedy is about a man and his courage to
confess to the "murder" of his father. The play opened
March 11 and runs through March 28. Showtimes are
Thursday through Saturday at 8 p.m. Sunday matinee
is2:30 p.m. Ticketsare$4.
CoMMON' PREDATORS - The world premiere by
Albuquerque playwright Jon Tuttle is reheduled at the
Alley Theatre Southwest from now through Aprill8.
Curtain times are &!heduled for 8:15 p.tn. Thursdays
through Saturdays and 2:30 p.m. on Sundays. Tickets
are priced at $4 with a di11:0unt for renior citizens and
students,

KRZY
KAMX
KZIA

1500

KDAZ

KOB
KQEO
KKIM
KDRM
KXKS
KABQ

NIGHT ENTERTAINMENT
BoGART's (Montgomery Plaza) - This weekend features
contemproary rock and oldies by Ole SCratch starting at
9 p.m. upstairs, and Rosy Pahner is scheduled for
downstairs.
CARAVAN EAsT (7605 CentralNE)- Buckeroo Parkway
begins playing at 5 p.m. for cocktail hour; '.l'he Larry
Trider Show furnishes music at 8:30 p.m. for dancing.
CHELSEA SraEEr Pun (Coronado Center} - The easylistening sounds of Cross Country will be featured this
weekend. Music, drink specials, and contests start at 9
p.m.
CowBOY's (3301 Juan Tabo Blvd. NE) - Friday and
Saturday the country music oounds of The Laurie

The ASUNM Film Connnittee will present the following
films this week in the SUB Union Theater:
Fireman-'s Ball - Milos Forman's bitter&woot, madcap
parody/fable of Slavic bureaucracy, in which a
fireman's ball becomes enguHed in a torrent of
camstrophes. It is in Czech with SJbtitles. Showtimes
areat7 and 9:15p.m. Friday.
The Red Badge of Courage - John Huston's adaptation of Stephen Crane's novel smrring Andie Murphey. Showtimesareat7 and 9:15p.m. Saturday.
Imposters - Mark Rappaport's multi-layered maze and
sardonic look at contemporary romance, combining
pulp fiction, 'pop art,' slapstick, stage theatrics, found
objects and defiantly artificial lilts with rear projections. It is an Albuquerque premiere. Showtime is at8
p.m. Wednesday.
Bedtime for Bonzo and The Mouse that Roared Ronald Reagan stars in the first movie about a college
profes30r attempting to raise a mis:hievious chimpanzee. The second is a political satire featuring Peter
Sellers in a tour de for triple role. The first show is at 7
and the second at 9 p.m. Thursday.

KUNM RADIO SCHEDULE

Monday:
Raices- Latino music,
7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Monday Night Drama,
10 p.m. to 11 p.m.
Tuesday:
Home of Happy Feet- Folk-Bluegrass music,
7 p.m. to 10 p.m.

Thursday:
The Light That Jazz Lit- Jazz music,
7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Friday:
Jazz Alive/,
7p.m. to 9 p.m.
Rock Quarry- Rock music,
9p.m. to midnight
An Hour of fating - New Wave music,
Midnight to 1 a.m.

PrrTsnuRGH FiLMMAKERs, 1982ThAVELINC Fit.M PRociiAM
- Rising Sun Media Arts Center, Sanm Fe (April2 at
7:30p.m.), room 2018, UNM l!ineArtsCenter (April3
at8p.m.)
GALAPAGos - From the Audubon Wildlife Film Series,
John Wilron, narrator. April5, $3.50 for adults, $3 for
·
students and senior citizens.
ALWAYS FOR PLEASURE~ RisingSunMediaArtsCenter,
Santa Fe (April3 at 7 and 9 p.m.)
ThE AMATEUR - Mon~mery Plaza, Winrock II
AsHRAM - Don Pancho's (March 26-30)
ATLANTIC CtTY - Coronado Four
BARBARosA -Far North
CHARIOTSOFFmE- Wyoming Mall
ThE GoDFATHER, PARTS I AND II - Don Pancho's
(March 31-April1)
HouSE oF WAx - Highland
I OuGHT To BE IN PicTURES - Mon~mery Plaza,
Wyoming
!\fAKING LovE - Coronado Four
MlflliNG ·- Far North
MoNTENEGRo - The Guild
ON GoLDEN PoND -Cinema East, Louisiana Blvd
PoPEYE - Eastdale
PoRKY's- Lobo, Louisiana Blvd
PRtv ATE LESSONS ~ Louisiana Blvd
QuEST ron FIRE - Coronado Four
RAGTIME - Eastdale
RAIDERS OF TilE LoST Aaa ~Cinema Ea!t
RicHARD PRYoll LIVE oN SuNsEr SmrP - Coronado
Four, Mon~tnery Plata
PERsoNAL BEST ~ Wittrock n
Sm.WGE BEllA\lion -Fat North, Los Altos Twin
WILI>ERNESs FAMILY, PART II -Far North

Saturday:
Hot Lix- Rock 'n' Roll Oldies,
7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Soul Set- Soul music,
10 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Sunday
Something Classic- Classical music,
11 :30 a.m. to 5:30p.m.
Orient t=xpress- International Folk music,
5:30p.m.to7p.m.
Singing Wire - Native American music,
7 p.m. to 9:30p.m.

Country music, news
Contemporary Christian music
Middle of the road, news
Oldies
Christian music and programs
Easy listening, middle of road
Beautiful music
Spanish Radio
Country music
i15X) Top4o
News, talk sh'ows

~

KLYT

I<ANW
KONM
K.RST
KOB
KWXL

KHFM
KZZX

kKJY
KF.MG

88.3

89.1
90.1
92.3
93.3
94.0
96.3
99.0
100.0
108..0
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You are cordially Invited to on

fe;uuriog works by ~Joe local artlqns
In various media, with an Imported collection

7 Pl'n FRIDAY, MARCH 26
An tvtning tspttlol/y for UNM Studtnts tJnd F«ulry
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·"WILDLY
FUNNY!"
-Carrie Rickey, Village Voice

MoviES

Stations on the FM dial:

Stations on the AM dial:
610
730
770
920
1000
1150
1100
1350
1450
1500

music by Leonard Bernstein will be presented by the
Albuquerque Civic light Opera Association March 25
through April 4. Showtimes are at 8:15 p.m. with a
matinee showing on Sunday at 2:15 p.m. Ticket prices
range from $4 to $10, with $1 off for students.
SPntNGTIMESPACE - The UNM theater arts/dance
division presents its annual faculty spring dance concert
at RDdey Theater April 1, 2, 3, 8, 9 and W at 8 p.m.
Proceeds from the April 1 performance will benefit the
Friends of the Library. Opening night tickets are $5 for
adults and $3 for students with current ID. Tickets for
regular performances are $4 for adults and $3 for senior
citizens, UNM faculty, staff, and students.

Wednesday:
Homecookin'- Blues music,
7 p.m. to 10 p.m.

THEATER

KRKE

WW>T SrnE SroRY -The famous American musical with

Gibson Band are heard; Sunday night it's the musi9 of
Three-Legged Willy.
DANBt's (2900 Coo~s NW) - This week presents the
contemporary jazz sounds of Charlie Swnmons Blues
Band. Music beginsat8:30p,m.
FRtAR's NoaTH (4410 Wyoming NE) - Cookie plays
contemporary rock music for listening and dancing on
Friday and Saturday night beginning at 9 p.m.
'
FRIAR's PuB (6825 Lomas NE) ;_ The tmdem rock sound
of Rock Island is featured on both Friday and Saturday
night. Music for dancing begins at 8:30 p.m. On
Sunday the Duke City All Stars will be playing.
GmRALTEn's (4800 San Mateo Blvd. NE) - Modern
rock, top 40 music by Trouble will be featured through
the end of next week. Music starts at 9 p.m. on both
Friday and Saturday night.
GoLDEN Irm (Golden, New Mexico, takestatehighway14
toward the Crest) - Friday night the FRbulous T-Birds
will be in concert and the Albuquerque group the
Planets will be opening. Tickets are $5 and music starts
atSp.m.
The Last Mile Ramblers will play on Sunday. Music
starts at3 p.m.
·
GRAHAM CENTRAL SrATION (3301 Juan Tabo) - Friday
night the Duke City All Stars are playing; Saturday
night is di&!o night and Sunday country barid Quarter
Moon will be playing. Twenty-five cent drinks from 7
to 9 p.m. all week long.
PALOMINo CLUB (2900 Coors Blvd, NW) - Riding
Shotgun will begin playing contemporary country
musicat8:30 p.m. Happy hour isfrom5 to 7p.m.
ThE SYNDICATE (Formerly The Flim-Flam, 2225
Wyoming NE) - Folk singer and guitarist Debbie
Brown is featured for dinner music from 7 to 10 p.m.
on Friday; on Saturday from 7 to 10 p.m. easy-listening
piano music is provided as a compliment to the dinner
atmosphere.

f.

Final
Week!

·

Susan
Anspach
•

In

~

"SIZZLING
SENSUALITY!"
-Jack Kroll.
Newsweek

"THE MOST ACCESSIBLE,
SURREALISTIC COMEDY
SINCE THE MARX
.BROTHERS MADE
'DUCt(SOUP'."
-Stephen M. Silverman. NY Post

TIMES 7:30, 9:30
(Sat-sun Matinees
It 3:30, 5:30)

erotic
comedy.
Stevie
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W!7derness Experience Class Offered Through UNM
RamonaNye
University of New Mexico
students interested in backpacking

and hiking can earn two credit
hours ht tlie Wilderness Experience
class offered by the physical
education department.

•

•

I

I

The class taught by June Decker
on Wednesdays from 2:30 to 3:30
p.m., enables students to learn
outdoor skills. Each student is

required to take two daylong hi~es
and two overnight nikes. lncludmg
some written work, students are
graded on their participation and

staning
Miller Higb Ufe®

New Arcade Technology: 5-Foot Screens

their knowledge of basic wildernes~,
and survival rules. Said Decker,
"The best thing about survival is
prevention."
This semester's class will be
hiking to Piedra Liza Springs, the.
La Luz Trail and the Sou.th Crest
Trail. Overnight backpacking trips
will be conducted at Osha Peak,
San Mateo and the pecos Wilerness.
Students are charged no fee, but
are responsible for buying food and
gasoline on backpacking and hiking
trips. Equipment can be rented
from the intramurals department if
the student does not have any.
To build up endurance, Decker
suggests that her students walk and
jog out of class time.
"Students can learn about our
continued on pB(III R-7
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continued from pB(III R-3
loop trip through dense pine an~
Douglas fir "in the high country;
the Guadalupe Peak Hike, an eight·
mile round trip to the highest point
in Texas; and the Devil H<1ll Hike, a
five-mile round trip through the
Pine Canyon wash, The trail is
rocky, "but relatively narrow to the
narrows of the canyon".
Before attempting any trips,
hikers should check with the ranger
station in Alamogordo in the
Federal Building at 11th and New
York streets. Their phone number
iS (505) 437-6030.
Hikers can also check with the
Park Information Office on U.S.
62-180, 55 miles southwest of
Carlsbad and 110 miles east of El
Paso at Pine Springs, Texas. Their
phone number is (91 5) 828·3385.
According to Polasky, "Hikers
should check with stations no
matter what. Conditions are so
variable this time of year, that you
never know what to expect unless
they check first.''
According to Polasky, weather
conditions in the mountains of New
Mexico this time of year can change
in an hour from warm and sunny to
cold and raining or snowing.
It is important, then, to be
prepared, said Polasky. The Forest
Service has maps available for
around a dollar that cover almost
every area in New Mexico. Also
available at the Forest Service are
weekly reports on conditions in all
National Forest areas in the state.
The Forest Service ·office in
Albuquerque is at 517 Gold Ave.,
SW, in the Office of Information
on the fifth floor of the Federal
Building.
In addition to checking with the
Forest Service, a hiker should also
be prepared With the proper food
and clothing, said Polasky.
Shoes are important on any hike,
according to Polasky. Hiking
boots, at least ankle high and a pair
of tennis shoes should be taken.
"That way, you have thehiking
boots for most of the hike, but for
river crossings and especially if you
camp overnight, you have the
tennis shoes," Polasky says.
Polasky advises . hikers take
layered clothing, including at least
one wool article. Clothes can be
taken off by the layer when the
weather warms. The wool comes in
handy when a hiker gets wet,
because wool retains its insulating
value even when wet, said Polasky.
Sunscreen of sante kind should
also be taken, according to
Polasky, especially in areas where
there may still be snow on the
ground. The snow reflects the sun's
rays, increasing the danger or
sunburn, he said.
Hikers should also take light·
weight, high energy foods such as
chocolate or granola bars, he
added. Hikers on a day trip should
also take at least a pint water.

Rober/ Sanchez
Remember when fads were things
like swallowing goldfish? Or
perhaps trying the hula hoop?
Today, fads like that seem to
)lave disappeared, Or havethey?
One of today' s fads, which may
not be a fad, are video games. Some
say video games are here to stay,
Dave Sleeter, a co-owner of
Octagon Video (3821 Menaul NE
and 1225 Monroe SE), said that the
technology in games is changing so
fast that the games are not fads.·
In fact, Octagon Video is the first
place in Albuquerque to add this
new technology to the games.
Sleeter said that two five-foot
video screens have been attached to

both Pac-Man and Defender.
"We call them Ultra-Defender
and Super-Pac-Man," Sleeter said.
Sleeter said that the screens are
not an original idea but that they
are the first in Albuquerque.
"People are eating them like
wildfire," he said. "We've had
them about one week."
He said that the games worked
off of a quarter just like any other
video game,
''We intend to he adding them
(additional screens) as l)lcratively
possible," Sleeter said.
He added that he hoped to accumulate four or five screens at
each location.
He said that the majority of users
of the new-fangled game are college

age and skilled labor people.
"The two big screens cost about
$6000," he said,
The screen on Defender is at the
Monroe location and the screen on
Pac-Man is at the Menaullocation,
Sleeter graduated from UNM in
Electrical
Engineering
last
December and said be is working at
Octagon Video to make enough
money to return to school for his
masters.
Other arcade owners expressed
opinions that this is part of the new
technology that keeps this business
from becoming a passing fad.
Other ideas included the possibility
of
holographic
or
threedemensional images in games.

-Class-------------continued from page R-6
natural environment - what we
have in New Mexico and ways to

protect it. Students can familiarize
themselves with the state and ways
to see it," Decker said.

For more information about the
Wilerness Experience class contact
the HPER office at 277-3104.

Robert Sanchez

the director. They lead a carefree,
wild and funky high school life,
perhaps a little more wild than what
high schoolers lead today sexually, that is.
At one point, the high school
gan_g Pee Wee (Dan Monahan),
Toinmy (Wyatt KnigHt), Meat
(Tony Ganios), Billy (Mark
Herrier), Tim (Cyril O'Reilly) and
Mickey (Roger Wilson) crosses the
county line to the high point of
interest in South Florida - a bar
named Porky's - hence the name
of the movie. Unfortunately, what
they don't know, is that Porky

(Chuck Mitchell), the owner, owns
the county and is the roughneck of
rednecks. The boys are had and
their money is taken.
The movie then centers around
the gang's sexual exploits and their
final revenge against Porky.
"Porky's
is
about
an
examination of sexual morals,"
Clark said. "Its first intention is to
depict and era. It depicts the rites of
passage, the coming of American
continued on R-8

Porky's

Porky's, according to Director
Bob Clark, is a movie about
growing up.
"It is'seHn 1954," Clark said.
"lt is sexist, racist and antisematic
how 1 grew up. It has
conquistador attitudes towards
women.''
The protagonists are high
schoolers attending Angel Beach
High School in Florida and are
figures from Clark's past, so said

Next Time, Ask For
An Authentic Gennan Beer.

Warsteiner
The Premium Gennan Beer Since 1753.
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The
Student Mental Health
Center
proudly presents
a shot"t-term
psychodrama group
for UNM students (6 hours or more)
beginning Monday, March 29, 1982,
at 3:30-5:00 p.m.
For more information
call Leslie Siembicda at 277-4537.

Make the most of your good looks
with
BAUSCH & LOMB
soft contact lenses
Eyeglass wearers •.. t;Jke Y!Htr
eyes out of hiding. Feel confident
again. Let your natural beauty
shine through. You'll love the way
Bausch & Lomb soft contact lenses
give you a whole new look on life.
And they're water-drop soft and
comfortable, too! Call for your fit.
ting appointment today.
More people wear Bausch &
Lomb soft contact lenses than all
other brands of soft contact lenses
combined!

CONTACT LENS FITTING FEES:
$210- Soft Spherical Contact LENS (Polymacon)•
$275- Soft Toric Contact Lens for Astigmatism <Bulfilconl*
$350- Soft Extended Wear (llulfilcon)*

••·complete Price Includes:
Visual Analysis • Glaucoma Testing • Fitting and Dispensing of
Contact Lens •.Initial Chemical Care Regime
• Patient Care and Follow-up Care of Contact Lens • Sales ~T~a~~~~~

o/--- DR. ROBERT H. QUiCK
~ 5Q"1~~
DR. DWIGH1' THIBODEAUX,
C""·•
Optometrists

V
I

••

I

1020-A Eubank NE • 298·2020 • OJ>en Tuesday· Saturday !J · 5
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The Student Health Center
has Dr. Gherardi, a Consultant Dentist,

-Film

available for cmcq~ency treatment and consultation on dentnl
Pl'oblcms. Call 277-3136 for appointments m1d information.

continued from page R-7

ways.''
The movie, basically was entertaining. It did not quite match
[he humor of Animal House, but
Porky's is' about high schoolers
whereas Animal House is about
college students.
However, there were some quirks
about the movie. For instance, its
affirmative
allitude toward
violence.
Porky used violence against the
high school gang in the beginning
and continually used violence
against Mickey, who went back to
Porky's time and again to try to do
battle in his own meager way for
revenge. The bad guys are obviously from Porky's.

However, the revenge of the gang
is to eventually destroy Porky's,
both with a chainsaw and
dynamite. The gang of course gets
awa>· and the bad guys are
punished, as can be predicted in a11y
such movie, but the violence is
condoned in the movie. It sounds
like 'violence is bad when you do it
to me, but when 1 do it to you, it's
O.K.'
Clark explained that this Was not
simply violence, but boys becoming
men and that this was part of the
initiation rites. "It was a militaristic
culture," he said. "A man does not
allow himself to be challenged.''
However, violence is violence,
the definition can not be changed
and the law is the law, that can not

be changed either.
Another small quirk is the way
the women were used. Balbricker
(Nancy Parsons), the women's
coach and made to look a .little like
Porky; Miss Honeywell (Kim
Cattrall), the women's assistant
coach and a vuluptuous beauty,
and Wendy CKaki Hunter), a
beautiful high scho 0 ler, each
seemed to be a mindliss pawn, to be
laughed at or used by the men
however the men deamed fit.
Possibly women during the 50s
were like that, but probably not.
They were probably a lot like today
and they would not let themselves
be used in such a demeaning

points, however. Such as was the
case between Tim and Brian Schwartz (Scott Colomby), a rich little
Jewish boy. Tim's father was as
prejudiced as they come and Tim
i11herited some of his father's hate.
The interaction between Tim, his
farber and Brian, brought to light

manner.
The movie did have its good

I stopped in at Friar's Pub, 6825
Lomas Blvd. NE, on what I

·

that this existed in the 50s and it still
exists today. The problem was well
addressed a11d well solved.
If these quirks of violence and
sex can be tolerated, the movie is
very entertaining and worth at least
one trip to the box office.

. . BAR

Good friends stand up for you
when you need tliem.
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thought to be an off night, a
Tbursday, and ran into more than I
expected.
The parking lot was filled to the
curbs, so I had to park in the dark
alley arou11d back.
With that large of a crowd I
expected a cover charge, but was
pleasantly surprised when I was
only asked to show I. D.
While my eyes adjusted to the
extreme dimness of the room, I
made my way through the tightly
spaced tables to the bar.
There 1 was met by a friendly
bartender waiting to take my order.
When 1 asked for aDos Equis he
suggested the special of the night,
Dos Equis and a shot of Quervo
Gold for only 25 cents more. What
fool would turn that down?
As 1 turned with drinks in hand,
the band, Trouble, was taking the
stage. They began to wail and the
crowd began to sail onto the dance
floor. Itook a little stroll.
As I reached the corner of the
room I found it led into a larger,
brighter back room containing
eight pool tables and six dart
boards. A place to stretch and take
in some sport.
Now I don't know what you are
looking for in a bar, but as far as
the popular rock bars in this town
go, Friar's Pub offered as good an
atmosphere as any in town.
l met the manager, Corvin
Thomas, after he finished giving
away T-shirts during a drawing of
tickets from patrons who had
tickets from buying specials. I
didn't win.
He told me, "Yeah, you'll know
we'.re packed when that alley is
packed. I know we have a parking
problem, but I've torn my hair
trying to get more parking. People
who want to come here really want

®®
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00

u
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Bill Wechter

Crap table gsmbletS hit it bfg Thursday night st Phi Gemme Delta Fraternity's Monte Carlo Night
All proceeds went to ths UNM Child Cere Co-op.
•

@@

-Children----------continu.ed from pege1
first question the child is asked is
not how he or she feels. Goldman
said this is one form of an "ego
strength."
Another ego strength, said
Goldman, is the children help to
cook something once a week, like
cookies.
Goldman said the program tries
to make hospitalization a "positive
learning experience." It is
estimated that during the first 36
hours of hospitalization, children
will sec 52 new and different faces,
she said. Often, this is the child's
first experience at sleeping away
from home.
The children should be prepared
for hospitalization prior to being

Dances Planned
The New Mexico Student Union
will sponsor two disco dances this
weekend in the Subway Station.
Today and Saturday, "Jams
Unlimited" will provide a disc
jockey from 9 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.
Today is also Ladies' Night, with
all women admitted free.
Admission is $2 for students at
UNM,
Technical· Vocational
InstitUte and the University of
Albuquerque, and $3 for the
general public.
The Subway Station is located on
the lower level of the SUB.

admitted, said Goldman. She
suggests that pre-schoolers be told
about hospitalization two to three
days prior to being admitted and
teenagers at least two weeks prior to
hositalization. Child Life staff also
recommend that one parent remain
at the hospital with a child 24 hours
a day, if possible.
·
Child Life staff also use "role
modeling" such as playing doctor
for "desensitivation," said
Goldman, They use this tYPe of
play as a therapuetic way of
manipulating the equipment so the
children can touch it and see how it
feels. Goldman said that usually the
children request a staff member he
their patient. "This gives the
children.,W~-SlPP.Qlll!llilX to~_gain .•
insight about going through a
traumatic experience," she said.

Administrative supplies are furnished by UNM; toys or other
donations are provided by local
businesses and the public.
Goldman said many large corporations, such as Rust Tractor,
Motorola, Johnson and Johnson
and others donate money yearly.
Goldman said the Child Life
program has been in operation
since 1970 and now has a staff of
10. The staff includes specialists in
art therapy, guidance and coun·
seling,
special
education,
recreation, child growth and
development, health education,
early childhood and elementary
education. Two undergraduate
students from UNM are also
emp!o}:~.in.r.he pJ;Ogram.. , ..
. ".
Goldman said there is one new
position open now, and requires a
master's degree and two to four
Goldman said Child Life years of experience in related
provides art activities, art therapy behavorial fields.
and group activities and try to
"promote .kindness and sharing."
Goldman has been employed
Each month a compilation of with this ptogram at UNchildren's drawings are made for MH/BCMC for 6 112 years = 2
112 years on staff and 4 years as
parents visiting the center.
The Carrie-Tingley unit is also director. She received her master's
serviced by Child Life staff, said . degree in early childhood and
Goldman. The Burn and Trauma elementary education from the
unit has also requested that services State University of New York at
be provided to children admitted to Buffalo in 1972.
this unit also, she said.
This week has been nationally
Child Life staff salaries are paid acclaimed to be observed as
by Carrie-Tingley, the School of Children and Hospitals week,
Medicine Department of Pediatrics There are more than 272 child life
and
UN M HI B C M C.
programs in the United States.

Vote

YES
Internal
, ,Business #4
Constitutional amendment to change the
New Mexico Union board by-laws, major
changes include Over-Lapping terms,
More representation from Students,
Alumni Representation, Less administra·
tion representation.

Ullf Wc:c!Her

"Trouble'' at Friar's Pub.

Phone calls J.,~lt yqunowhcre, but this :;hould gel her
attention. A mission requiting split-second timing,
perfect planning ~ncl most hnport;mtly, some surefooted,

stand- up t,•uys.

When you come d01~11 to ea1ilt, spling fot· something

sped;~.

'llmight, lcl it be Li\wenbriiu.

Lowenbrau.Here's to good &iends.
t

1982 Seer Brewed by Miller Brew1ng Co., Milwaukee. Wis.

to come here."
So, if you can get by that
problem, the establishment has a
lotto offer.
Tuesday night is shot night and
dart tournement night.
"We . try to promote our
weeknights," Thomas said, "We
used to have a limbo contest until
sam~ . guy mooned the crowd.
Tm\Jg~twe have the tequila speciaL
We m1ght even go back to the limbo
contest."
If you havn't had enough when
the bar closes, there is a package
store on .the premises that is open
until2 a.m.

ALL SALE PANTS
$9.99

Friday 10-6
Saturday 9-6
March 26 and 27, 1982
LOBO MISS 842·8678
2118 Central SE
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Bicycling Clinic
Sat, March 27
lO:OO am to 1:00 pm

_ __:,~-~~--Bike Ride Critique
1:00 pm to 3:00pm

At Soutlttcest Spurts Medicine
:-Jfj:J.5 ,KirdJt.'r ~ E

Frt•e d1·nwing fot a jersey
Twn drawings foo• a 20.00 gift ccrtificutc
Gn/1 :Jfi5-261i:Jfor iufomwtirm
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Beginning April 6, a support group for women who
have experienced an abortion will be offered at the
Student Health Center, Tuesdays 8:30-10:00 a.m.
for six weeks. Facilitated by Pat Dolan, R.N., M.A.
(Student Mental Health Service) and Melinda
Handmaker, P.A. (Student Women's Health Service).
Free to students enrolled for 6 or more hours. For
information and preliminary interview call 2774537.

You May Have To Quit
Graduate School ! ! !
The Reagan Administration has proposed ending all Guaranteed Student Loans

(GSLs) for graduate students effective next fall (1982). That's right, if you are in
midstream with your masters or doctoral program,. you will Pe impacted·· even if you are
not currently receiving a GSL.
Tho proposed cuts In the GSL program will displace some 700,000 grad students
nat1onwide (Wall Street Journal, February 22, 19B2);at UNM. estimates suggest that
overt 100 grad students will be impacted directly; many more will be affected Indirectly.

REVIEWS

David Clemmer

If you haven't already neanl the
Philisteens, I'm sure that most of
you at least know of them. This
intrepid trio bas been working the
local scene for the past three ye&rs,
and has played d&tes in Colorl!do
and cities throughout New Mexico.
Their program of constantly
perfecting their material through
practice and performance began to
pay off last August when they were
signed to the newly formed,
Albuquerque based, RFA Records.
The big wheels behind RFA knew
a good thing when they heard it; the
group is super-tight musically, has a
large repetoire of smartly arranged
new wave/power pop originals,
visual appeal and a dedicated
following.
After
an
extensive/expensive media saturation
campaign heralding the formation
of RFA and the signing of the
Philisteens, the band retired to the
Turqoise Trail Recording Studio in
Ccrillos to produce this record.

The Phi)isteens consist of Larry
Otis on guitar, Mike Glover on
drums, Roger Neil on bass and
various sound effects; all of the
players handle vocals, Sound
man/studio
engineer
Mark
Shipman, is the fourth member of
the group and plays an important
role in the band's resulting sound in
the studio and live performance.
Aside from his sound mixes,
Shipman arranges and co-composes
the group's all original material.
The Philisteens have come up with
an elpee$ worth of loons that
deserves your attention.
This record presents a generous
helping of aggresive, slightly oddball new wave/pop. It's fun to
listen to, 100 percent danceable and
has chart potential too (a national
distribution deal for the album is in
the works and a promotional jaunt
to Los Angeles is scheduled for this
summer).
The
foundation
of
the
Philisteens' sound is laid down by
the highly energetic and technically
superb Glover/Neil rhythm section.
Otis takes an inventive approach to
his rhythm and lead guitar duties,
racing head to head with the bass
and drums and stepping out for
unusual fills, unison melodic runs
and an occasional ripping solo .. The
vocals are fine (Otis handles most
of the lead vocals) and the
musicianship is uniformly excellent
throughout the album. The
Philisteens steer clear of the type of
excess and overkill that typifies
many other three piece groups.

Brevity is indeed the soul of wit in a
case such as this, If you saw the
Police at their appearance here in
late 1980, I'm sure you realized how
dissappointingly limp an overly
studio dependent band can sound in
a make-or-break live situation;
painted into a corner by their highly
pro(luced albums - excellent as
they may be - the Police were
unable to make their material work
in concert, The alternate route, that
of e)!:cessive soloing, can sometimes
be quite impressive, but often winds
up being monotonous. The
Philisteenshave avoided these two
pitfalls and have struck a
provocative balance.
By my reckoning, of all the
eleven tracks on this album, only
three fall below an 8-point level on
a possible scale of ten. Not a bad
turnout for any album. My
favorites are "2,2'' (the albums
great opening cut), "I Get Mad,"
"Elephant Head," "Watch the
Window" and "Go Downtown."
Inventive rhythmic ideas, obliquely
catchy
tounge-in-cheek
lyrics,
melodies and energetic power
chording abound,
The only catch is the sound
quality. This recording sounds flat
when listened to in comparison with
the lush spacious sound of other
recordings, I would love to hear
what a producer like Steve
Lillywhite could do with this band
in a studio. Maybe next time. For a
first effort however, the Philisteens
self-titled debut album is an admirable achievement

What Might Happen If These
Proposals· Pass Congress?
First of all, the 773 grad students on NMSLs and the 400-odd students on GSLs will
lose some $4 million in educational ald. In addition, many more grad students will be
impacted by proposed cuts in National Direct Student Loans (NIJSL). Some will be
forced to postpone their studies. others will decrease their credit-hour load, and still
others will be forced to drop oul indefinitely.
Secondly, students pr_esenUy receivfng fellowhsips, research assistantships; and
teachmg assistantships may lose their positions as compelition for those slots in•
treases. It is conceivable that only a. few of many equally capable and talented students
will have access to an education,
Third, as grad students respond to thi_s sitL•8.tion by decreasing their credit-hour load,_
lull-time equivalents (FTEs) wm drop, Since universities and colleges in New Mexico
recetve funding according toFTE levels, these ir'lstitutions will be forced to make up the
resultant.$hortfall in revenues by raising tuition even more. Valla', a greater deCline In
enrollment and the cycle goes on.
Fourth. education will become an elite institution, accessible to only the very weallhy
{many middle·class families depend on GSLs to help provide an educatfon for family
members). The result will be that many segments of sociely will go unrepresented in
higher edu-catioh, government. and business.
..
Fiflh, the nallen as a whole will e)(perience a loss of opportunity, a decline in
contributions to basfc research and knowledge. diminiShing gains in productivity and
economic growth at a crucial time in our country's history, and a lesser abihty by- this
country's industry to compete in highly-technological world markets,
While there ate many reasons to oppose reductions fn student financial aid, there jsj
in effect~ one shqrHerm short-sighted reason to support thelse cuts: balancing the
budget. Thou~h a balanced budget has been a realityonlya handful ottimes since WWII
and though it Is estimated that a balanced budget is now practically several years away.
the currenC administration has targeted a meaningful and important program for cuts.

What Can You Do To Help?
A lot. The Graduate Student Associalion (GSA) is Spearheading a statewide drive to
let our cOngressional deleg·ation know that financial assistance for higher education
must stay intact
The GSA has pr~epared sample letters and petitions (which are circulating through
your department office right now-· sign one). In addition, the GSA office will have a
WAT~ line _op_en for graduate students to call their elected represent~tives offices iri
Washmgton, D.C. In additiOn, information and instructions are available when you make
yout call.
YOU can help by:
1) Volunteering time for this effort;
2) Sending letters to Senators Domenici and Schmitt and Representatives Lujan
and Skeen;
J) Coming by the GSA office between the hours ol9a.m. and 2 p.m. and calling
your congre_sspeOple an~_ other key committee members In Congress;
4) Signing a GSA petition; and
5) By urging friends and relatives (anywhere in the U.S.) to contact their elected
repressntauves in Washington.

Lobos Pick Up Two Tournament Victories
Steve King

Local Boys Philisteens Make Good
The Philisleens
RFARecords

ABORTION
SUPPORT GROUP

RECORD

AFROTC TESTING
FOR
PILOT APPLICANTS
The Air Force ROTC Department will be administering the Air
Force Officer Qualifying Test (AFOOT) at 1901 Las Lomas
(corner of Yale and Las Lomas) on 26 Mar 1982. If you think you
might be interested in the Air Force within the next three years
you should take the AFOOT at this time. You Will not be obligated to the Air Force in any way by taking this test. The test is.
an aptitude test which is similar to national standardized test
such as the ACT or SAT and is required of all officer candidates
including pilots. You must be able to graduate before age 25.
Call 277-4502 or 277-4602 as soon as practical before 2 Apr
1982.

The University of New Mexico
baseball team won its eighth
straight game of the year thanks to
some surprise perfonnances from
some strange characters.
The unlikely heroes in a 7-4
comeback win over Southern
Illinois-Edwardsville and a 6-0
triumph over Bradley, were pitchers
Kevin Andersh, Joe Perrotte and
outfielder Mike Holland. Tom
Francis and Barry Brunenkant
turned In solid performances at the
plate for Lobos.
In the first game, it looked like
the Cougars came to stop the Lobo
streak as Joel Housewright pumped
a .Bill Dunston pitch oyer the leftcenter field fence to give Illinois a 21 lead after one inning, The Lobo
run came after Francis scored on a
Brunenkant single,
The Cougars scored again in the
bottom of the third and fourth
innings, sending Dunston to the
showers. Andersh came in and
threw two scoreless innings. Dan
Hale mopped up in the seventh
which set up the Lobo hitting
heroics.
UNlVI closed the gap to 4-2 in the
bottom half of the fifth thanks to

Bob Martinez who doubled and
s~ored on a Passed ball, The
fueworks came in the sixth as the
Lobos scored three runs, Consecutive singles by Brunenkant
Andy Trujeque and Mark Bire~
made the score 4-3 as Biren
knocked in Brunenkant.
Ja.mes Smith was hit by a pitch
causmg Cougar starter Ted Smith's
exit and loading the bases. Rick
Ronquillo plated Trujeque with a
sacrifice fly, and Biren scored from
third when Illinois catcher Fred
Wilkerson tagged the plate while
there was no force on that base.
The Lobos added two insurance
runs in the seventh as Trujeque
knocked
in
Holland
and
Brunenkant with a single.
Brunenkant went 4-for-4 for the
game and Andersh picked up his
first win of the year, He was injured
before the first game of the year.
Hale picked up his third save of the
season.
The second game was a pitcher's
dual as Perrotte and Brave Ben
Piphus threw complete games.
Perrotte won with a two-hit performance, He only walked one
Bradley batter while striking out

seven for his •first win in three
decisions,
Holland went 3-for-3, scoring
twice and knocking in two runs.
Holland got the Lobos on the board
in the first inning as he ~tripled
scoring Bob Gemignani from
second base. Holland scored as
Bradley shortstop Ed Waylock
booted a Trujeque grounder,
Holland was in the middle of the
UNM sixth-inning rally as he and
Francis opened the inning with
back-to-back singles, .Brunenkant's
single scored Francis from second
and Holland scored on a Biren
single.
In the seventh, Holland doubled
in Francis after Francis had
doubled in Martinez to score the
final runs.
"I felt real good today," said
Perrotte, "I got some good support
after some early silence. I just kept
my cool. The coaches helped me to
slow down."
The 20-13 Lobos will play Toledo
and SW Missoufi State today at the
Sports Stadium beginning at I p.m.
They will then close out tournament
play with Iowa at 1 p.m. Saturday
at the Sports Stadium.

UNM Soccer Club To Hold
Spring Soccer Invitational
Joe Chandler

Friday at 4:00 p.m. BYU and
WTS will meet in the first game
The University of New at 2:00p.m.
Mexico Soccer Club will be
On Saturday the Lobos face
sponsoring a Spring Soccer West Texas State at 9:00a.m.,
Invitational today and Saturday then take on BYU at 4 p.m.
on Johnson Field, The round BYU vs ASU at 11:00 a.m. and
robin tournament will feature ASU vs WTS at 2:00 p.m.,
teams from Arizona State concluding the day's action.
University, Brigham Young and
Tlic Lobo-BYU matchup has
West Texas State.
been tagged as a grudge match.
Craig Robertson, professor of BYU defeated UNM in double
nuclear engineering at UNM and overtime in their l;tst meeting in
coach of the Lobo soccer team, Provo, Utah, last fall.
said he encourages all those
The Lobos are S-2 in spring
people who are interested in
competition, and is considered
soccer to attend the event.
"We're hoping to bring to be the best team in division
greater recognition to soccer at one of the Albuquerque City
the University," said Robertson. League.
Admission is free to both
"Events like this one will build
on the community support for students and public, A large
crowd is expected for the event
the sport."
The 17 member Lobo squad and according to one member of
will square off against Arizona the UNM team, Jorge Yant,
State in their openin!! match ••we'regonna win it!'

Spring Ski Fling
Set for Saturday
At Sandia Peak
The Univcsity of New Mexico ski
team and the Miller Lite Beer
Corp., will be hosting the first
Spring Ski Fling on Saturday,
March 27, at Sandia Peak Ski Area.
The event is being held to raise
funds for the UNM ski teams. Lobo ·
ski coach Klaus Weber said the
event offers something for
everyone, not just ski enthusiasts.
"It's a nice way to meet our ski
team," Weber said. "Athletics is in
need of funding, and we need to get
some extra funding," he said, "It
also should be a fun day for

everyone. 1t
The action begins at 10 a.m. with

a 100 meter ski sprint. A mixed
three kilometer relay will follow at
II a.m. Teams are composed of a
male skier who will ski two
kilometers, with his female partner
skiing the other kilometer.
Later that afternoon, a five
kilometer "Calorie Qucncher"
race, and the longer 20 kilometer
Miller Lite Loppet will begin. Both
races begin at I :30 p.m.
A lappet is similar to a circular
race course with the race beginning
and finishing in the same place.
Awards for the top three
finishers in eight age categories will
be given out at 3:30 on the balcony
Of the Sandia Crest Country Club.
In addition, Miller Lite will be
giving out many other prizes.
UNM students interested in
entering any events can register at
the ski team office located in room
114 of Carlisle Gym.
There is a $2 entry fee for
students. Non-student entry fees
are $5 for all events or $4 for a
single event. Weber said participants can also register the day of
the race at the ski area.
For more in(()rmation, Weber,
ski coach George Brooks or their
secretary can be reached at 2775244 or 277-5423.

What You Do Will Be Noticed: What
We All Do Together Will Make A Difference. Act Now. Contact:
GSA Financial Aid Retention Campaign (9 AM • 2 PM)
GSA Office, (New Mexico Union, north basement)
Phone 277•3803
Gateway to a great way ollile.
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1. Personals
Al'mNTlONI ATTENTION! ALL mcmbers,of I he
up.:mning •ofrbnll chun1plons for 1982-·thnt iii nil
members of rhe "Plrst Seal" sMrbnll team--have a
pra"rice this coming Sunday, March 28th nt 2:00pm.
Don't tmget 10 bring your gloves. Slgrwd, your
As,islltnt Coach and fellow ream member.
3/26
F'IN.t~';T st;I,t:CTiON Of' unique rrnd traditional
gold wedding sets. Chnrlle Romero Jewelers', ~93·
6901.
~/I
WOMt:N'S JlHEAM TJIEIIAI"I't Learn to use your
drcums fur seff.undermrnding, pcr>onnl growth and
<'rcalivuy. Urnup starts April 6. $10 per ses~ion, 10
'""ion>. 344·DIJO (9·5) or296·2332.
3/30
AC('liiiATJ·; .INt'(lRMATION AIIOUT .con·
rrn,epllon, stcrilirnllon, ilbmtion. Right to Choose,
294·0111.
tfn
PHEGNANCY TEHTING & COtJNSt:UNG. Phone
247-9819.
tfn
('ONTACTS·POI.ISIIING, SOI.llT.IONS Casey
Optkal C'ompuny on I OIIIUS j~lt west or Wnlhiogton.
tfn
WI·: IIOT lliSTHIJiliTOI!S. Prclcription eyeglns$
f r:uucs. Orccnwtdl VIllage (Lennon Styl~s), gold
runic". $54.~() (regular $6~.00). Pay Les; Opticians,
<(Hl1 Mcnnul N.l'., Jcrn~l from l.aBclles.
tfn
bNt.\' s~.3S. TWO fnrm-rrc1h eggs, two homcmndc
l."hC'mi~o:ttlln..•t: "'iBII"iUSI." JliHti4;''i, IWO ::.lice.'1 of IQU'5t, ftce

drill Opel17 a.m. MorJJing<Jiory('nfc. Corner
"I< m.rr<l, ( crural <uld Momc Vista 268·7040.
tfn
ss uns UEST Til' uf the week. Daily lobo will pay
$~ lor the hc>r new; up we rcce.l>c every week.
~ ... me; -.m remain ~onfivenllal, but Editor must
hii>C }UUT nil!llC to> pa~ WJI111Cf. 271·%%, ask for
1'--h~\\·'.lrtlCIJll
tfn
Tlit'ljESI:; lll'HET, Cllt:t\1'1 All you can cat.
lundt $l,4<, 'iuppcr S4.50, Sunday Bru11eh $3.•15.
J,u>· lnu', l'lu•c. 500(1 Ccnrral t\vc. SL•.
tfn
I'ASSI'OIU 1'110 I OS. I,()WJ~~T prices! Pleasam
Jll<lllr~,, 12~ \\'cllc•k) S~ <Orner Sllvet. l'leasc ~all
!JN 2(1<. Jl~~
tfn
!liE lHEMJ·:sSAGf IS b<~,k! 1 ! For mformntion
t'O \l.hJ.t"' h~tl't~coing ,111 ~•tmpus everyday and during
lht: "c:ekt."nd ~,,.aJt mu rc~:l'rLJcd rucs~~•sc at 277 .. ~24).
I\ • '"llrcc.•rd a me,.uge •bout c•cnt• 'pon•ored by
·111\knt ni~UillllttJ~lll't and .:ilmrus cruup\. J\tst c:all
~ru.l~111 ,\,11\IIIC\ ilJIC UOIY Ill ollhan'~ '" 277-4706 if
\'tlU \\.llJt J 111C'i~~1~C fl,'~(lf~c:d.
4 2
(''\'\! ('IIAI'AHitA[... mYOl'TS! l l'ick Up
.tl'rh••twn• m 'i!U.l~n! A'll\ltte• Office !\nom Hl(lnf
tl11· Nc11 \tc""' O,tu.tent Unu>n lluilding.
·\pph,,ua•n• due April R, ••nentali<m mectinr. April
I~. ( IIIII• hr~m• .\(1rtll.l. and H) OUt\ April 11. ('all
:·•• 4'1161"' further mlt>nll~tilln.
4, 8
f'h;:;'r -\, lU:!> t'A, Ht:sv•• Thi• year' flc\ta will be
1lw tmc;t cH~r. Apur 2:!..~< lli1per Jc.-,1Ht'-OI1 fieldi
h1~n.l, mu.,h.: run, ~t\m and morr ror C\cryonc and
~·c•~ ,,.lturc. Re~<r>e )'OUr bo1>th """·Don't be late.
( 1IJ1 ~~ .. 'i"t~fl or 2i1N2JZ8.
3126
fii'.STA T·SIIIItTS . JIAYt: nrrile~. Only 100
''''"J;Jhle lor 198:! ficstu. ''•1 ;o·•rs now for$6.00, or
lor S6 ~(I dunng the ficnas. Color: white on black.
I'I~J\C heir >Upport your [ici!BS, "The 'clebration in
CHI~ language "Caii277•2J28 or 277·5528 for more
mh>rmauun.
3126
K"'~PTO:'i
I'OH I'R£SJJ)f.!IIT A candidate
<l<d~<arcd to making positive change$ in ASUNM.
I <p;tmltn~:~ student. services, cllmionllng wasteful
•rcmhng, Juring policy based on merit. Vote March
H for:aNcwASI,;NM.
3126
'ljt;w HIH SrRING, large selection of colorful short
\ct~ onb S8.99. Short sleeve tops $5.99, cotton Kuna
tor• $5 .99, Indian wrap skim onlySS.99 with this ad,
at More than Bags, 101 Cornell S.E. across frtlm
~rcc11

l:!-<M.

3129

'IliA"')( YOl1 SAINT Jude.
3131
IMI'R()\'1-; YOl'll Mf.MOHY and Concentration:
ll'rnu~rs nnd· orllitlfeedbnck for behavioral control,
\\erght 1111•. qUit smoking, rclatiolllltlp counseling
mtd p.1111 ,;ontrol. Sol s, Uould, Ph.D. Clinical
lhptlll\1\, 600 ('hama N.E. 26S-64SL Free orien·
tnuon fur the programs.
4ll
Mt'JlR, TilE AV.:NGf.H!!'will c(lnte asain! Love,
K~\11).
3126
Ml\llGAHt:T, IIAI'PY RIIITIIllAY, don't get A·
'"~a when you em younpaghetli with your palms up,
Ymtr bc•lt\t friends, kichard and Joey.
3n6
Mlll:O.IGIIT MOON•IIt:ACII for a star for it's part
<•I a plan; 1hoot for lhe hea,·ens and I'll hold out my
It and nrcant Weaver.
3126

2. Lost & Found

I.OST: WOMAN'S OOLD colored link l>racelet ncar
Johnson Gym and field, Of ~real sentimen!al v~lue,
c~U Nan~y at 277·2036 day, Reward.
3/26
IIOOKS I,OST: INTt:III'LA Y and National
Expcrien~c. March 12th at Woodward Hall. Janet
345-0961.
4/
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Polkc
lfn
B:OOu.m.to4:00 p.m. daily.

3. Services
GUITAR u:SSONS, INSTHUMENTS, r~pairs and
rentals. MAliC'S Guitar Ccnt~r, 143 Horvurd S.E,
265·3315.
tfn
TYPING IBM Sf.LECTHIC 255-3337.
3/3 I
TYPING • F.AST • ACCUHAn; • Reasonable,
Cassette Tmnscription, 247.2583.
3n6
1'Yl'ING·PHOn:sSIONAL, QUi\LITY pronto at
Kinko/l'roJJto; Tl.C at no extra clmrge. We will •~tit.
KIP, 2312 Central SE, across Central from Popejoy
Hall.
tfn
A· I TYPISTS-Tf.IIM papers, resumes Z99·8970.
4/30
PI!OH.SSIONAL TYI'IN(;.
llf.ASONAIILE.
Extensive secretarial expcrien,;c, IBM Selectric 111.
299-6256 .or299·2676.
417
QUALITY TYI'ING. LOMAS·Tramway Area. 299·
IJS~.
4/1
TYI'ING:
EXI'I·:IlJENCEil,
Rt:ASONAIILf.,
,ompclent. Using correctable selcelric- 15 type styles.
296·629').
3/30
I'IWH~~SIONAI. TYPING IIY English MAcdllor.
V!!\1 experience with dissertations, papers. Editing
available. 266-9550.
41i2
PROFESSIONAl. Tl'l'ING .RV English MAt editor.
Va<t experience with dissertations, papers. Editing
4112
available. 266·9550.
'WTOIU:"'G IN t'Rt:NCH nativcspeaker. Call 883·
8129. References.
3/26
A(.'('l'ltAH:TYI'ING 863-%25 evenings.
3/26
'f\'l'l!liG PIWFESSHlNAI. QliAUTY. Typcright.
265-~203.
4/2
24 IIOllRTYI'I N(i. C'nll881·0628 nftcr6pm, Jean.
4116
EXPERIENCEII 'rl'I'IST, FAST, efficient. Will
_llreunything. C<Jli89Z-627t.
3/31

4. Housing
IJIGJI STimf.T Al'ARTMt:NTS, Starling nt $ISS,
$65/Jcpollt, rnclio\\ living. 142·6030.881-9004, 3/30.
Tilt CITAilEI •• Slli'EHR lo~ation near UNM and
down1o11n. Uus ~crvice evcrr 30 minutes. I bedroom
or effr.:len~)', from $120. All .utilitio~ paid. Deluxe
kil<he~ \\ith di,hwasher and disposal, recreation
room, IWimming. pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243·1494. tfn
t'OR Ht:NTJ Ht'!Cit:NCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $1851tno .. nil utilities paid, $100 security
deposit. Fully furnished-security locks and laundry
facilities. No children or pets. Please call before 6;00
in the evening, 266·8392.
tfn
FOR RENT: En'ICIENCY Apartment, $120; I
bedroom, $1 SO. Swimming Pool, beautiful view of
golf course. Close to UNM and TVi. 1313 Wellesley
S. E. 256-1748,
3/3 I
IIAU' BLOCK UNM deluxe tlnc bedroom twin or
double $23~ includes utilities. Varsity House, 141
Columbia. 268-0525.
4/S
BUILDF,R'S PHOIILEM, YOU gain brand new 2·
bedroom 1000 square root house, single garage on
AmhurstS.E. Call Bob at Best Built Homes fot more
3126
information 888-4128.
A SPACE AGE $175,00 House, Blks to UNM.
Ptivately (enced. Sun Rentals. 262•l7SJ.
3/26
AI'TS & HOUSES available. 580.00 and up. Kids,
pels no problem. Call Sun Rentals. 262·1751, 3126
E...-JCif.NCY A NO ONE bedroom apartments,. S14S
and $165. Utilities paid except clco;tricicy. No pets or
children. 1410 Central Ave, SE. Apt. 1.4 Manager.
3129
Df.AUTJt'Ul,. I,ARGE NE HEIGHTS home ln
foothills needs two roommates. 277·6317, Craig.
3/31
ONE DJ.OCK FROM ~ampus: one bedroom adobe
with fireplace, $250 plus D.O. and utilities: 293·5602.
3n9
A m:AL, GET 5175 furnished 3 rooms and bath,
very clean In downtown area. 255·3265,
3/29
t'Ht:f. UTIUTIF.S, QUIET attractive efficiency
(urnhhed, Sl95/mo. Coly, good neighborhood, near
UNM/shoppittg and park. 255·3265.
3/29
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1
small soft drink 1.40
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Expires Sunday
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UNM
Summer Sessions
in St)ain & Mexico
June 7 - July 16
l'~~~
~UUJW

coUJ"Sl'!i mul t:n•clit in i~tcm.,. Spani~h i.uu.
&: l.iirrutun•. Offit:r tif 1ntenHttimw1 'P.tu_l.!~

rams 277··•0:1:2.

n:MALE ROOMMATE FOR partially fUrnished
two-bedroom apartmcnl. Ridgecrest area. $125 per
month utilities paid. Nadine, 268-8! 7.2. Evenings.
3/30
liOUSEMATt: WANTEU; GOOD location near
UNM washer<!ryer $110.00 plus utilities 256-7127
898-8730.
3/29
HOOM-MATE; SHAHE 2 BR 1100 plus ~2ft. house
with Med. Sci, graduate student. Fireplace, Garage.
Good (NEl neighborhood, Walk to North and Main
cnmpuses. $140.00 plus 112 utilities. 277·4415. 2550321.
3/31
IIOUSEMA l'E-GIIAD STUDt:NT. North valley 3·
bedroom home. I y, acre, trees. $141.67 per momll
plus s.s. deposit. 2/3 utilities. Call a.m. or p. m,
Pamela or Bobbo. 345-94~3.
3/31
SMALl,, PR~:TTY, ONE- bedroom house, 219jV;
Cedar St. NE. Call. after 10:00 a.m. 242·06S2. Near
UNM.
3/26
HOUSEMATE; SHARE HIDGECHEST 4 DR,
$97 .so, 266-2974.
4/J
ONf.IIEDI!OOM FUHNISIIED apt •.in lmement of
our home. Located 3 blocks off Central in Huning
Highlands. Scpara~e entrance, $135/month, in·
3/29
eluding 11tilitics. 242-4944.
THREE IILOCKS UNM, nlce bedroom apt. $170
utllitJes
not
included. No pets. Call293·1070 after 5:00 p,m, 3/26
HOUSEMATt: WANTED, Mit', 3BR, 2BA, washer,
dryer, big kitchen, v, mile to campus, C.nrllsle and
Grand, $133 plus v, uti! .. Qlen265·3825.
4/i
TIIHEF. UNM AHJCA homes for sale in excellent
neighborhoods. Call Susan Beard,. the UNM qrca
sp~ciallst. Walker-Hinkle.268·45St. Eves. 256-3814.
4/1

5. For Sale
coU:MAN CANOE, IS foot with motor mount.
$325.00. Call298·2134,
3/30.
1976 1\7.400 KAWASAKI ·low miles, excellent
condition. Like new. $900, Evenings and weekends
242-3002.
3/26
BIKt; CARIII~;n. OUTJlOOH equipment. Portable
stereo. 268-0658,
3/26.
Pt:UGEOT 12 SPf.EJ>S, 23 Inch, 4 month' use, $170.
268·6947 aftcr7:00 p.m.
3/30.
MOTOHCYCU: 1978 MOT(}(;UZZI IOOOSP. 7000
lllilcs excellent condition. WeekdaYs 271·37$7,
evenings and weekends 294·5631.
3/26
1980 VW HAIIBIT, low mileage, air conditioning:
nrntm radio, 4 door hatchba;k, 884-8322,
4/2
1981 KAWASAKI 440t:ro perfect condition. Free
shield $1400:00 883-4074.
3/26
56 Cllt:VY 4 door $100.00 complete or will part out.
3126
Callafter7!00 p.m. 873-0372.
LEVI'S t.t:YJ'S 511.50 Men's and Ladies overalls
SU.99, Lady·Foxy drresses $15.99, Dlouses .form
$3.50, Painter's Jeans $9.99, Sassoon Designer's
$19.99. Many-more items at equally low prices.
California Fashion Outle.t 2324 Central SE corner
Central/Corncll266-6872.
3/26
1980 YAMAHA XS8SO OS Special only 7000 miles
shaft, luggage rack, show room sharpe $2300. 884·
9598.
3/26
POlTt:ns WIU:t:L f.I.ECfRIC or foot worked.
Oood condition $250.00 265·6152, a(ter 5~30. 3/26
19KO IIONDA CM400t; motorcycle with luggage
rack, sissy bar, engine guard, 51100. 292·2325. 3/29
THAK WAX LESS CROSS country skis, used twice.
SIOO, new--$50. 898-445S.
3/29
LOOKING FOR 1965·1973 El Camino or Ranchero.
277·3129.
3/31
BERTIN·C31 Jlspd.: S7cm. frame, perfect con·
dition. Many extras, S350.()().offer. 277.4415, 2SS·
0321.
3/31

···.~~:?ft:::I~~I.\:-; ..·c~·-·~-: :. :o;.
_;The PROFESSIONAL typing serVIce
In the UNM community - lypArt.
15 years el<Perlence In tYping, editing,
writing, publications. Full knowledge
of APA and Turablan standards.
Special attention to grammar, spellfng,
punctuation.
Fast, clean work on
IBM Selectric Ill's. 10% off for pre·
typed copy. Typesetting, graphics
and the finest up-to•date resumes. Call
262·1865. Behind Architecture bUild~'
lng at 105 Stanford SE.
. .. •P;~

Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising
Deadline 12:00 noon for next day's edition.
Open 8:00a.m. to 5:00p.m. Mon. thru Fri.
In Marron Hall Room 131 or by mail to
UNM Box 20, Alb. NM, 87131.
Rates: $.17 per word or $.11 per word per day
if ad is run five or more consecutive days.
Please run the tollowing ad under{clrcle one)
l'crsonals, Lost & Found, Services, Housing, For Sale, Employment, Travel, Miscellaneous,
Las Noiicias

Enclosed Plea!e FindS

1978 YAMAHA XS400 J'xcellent condition. !.ike
new $92S.OO 247'4299, Ask for Ric~.
3/26
,-\,K.C, UEGISTEREil. CHOW·CUOW puppies.
Black, Have shots. SJOO.OO 883•6259.
3/31
TIUNKING AD OUT .. DACKPACKINO, .camping
during vacation, summer? I have new Kelty bac.k·
packs. tents, >leepin~ bags, canteens, Ice chests, foam
pads, porta-potty for sale. 897·0039.
4/1
100 WATT MESA JIO(}(;IE Amp. Must sell im·
mediately. $750 or best offer. 294·1041 af\er4. 4/1
197~ YW surt:R Beatie. Many extras, excellent
4/l
condition, price negotiable. 298.·324~.
SONY RECEIVER. STRS800, 55 waits/channel.
Dolby, tape crosst>vers and much more. $150,. Joe
265·8294.
4/1

6. Employment
EAIIN $20·$30 llAISING funds for ACORN this
3/26
Saturday, Call247-9792 from9:00·3:()().
PEACJC COHPS IS looking for individuals to ser.ve in
developing countries. R.N.'s and Math·Sctencc
teachers. especially needed. Your college degree or
two years full time work experience required, Call
UNM's Peace Corp Recruiter at 277-2961.
3/26
JOIISt STUDENT PART and full time i\>bs
nvailablc. Gunrar)tced. Skilled and Unskilled, Call
today, Sun Jobs Inc. 262-1752.
3/26
JOBS! PAHTIME NOW, fulltime summer. $640
monthly, PhottelOam to 12 noononly.292·7679.
31;!9
WORK.• STUDY STUDENTS free anytime between
10 a.m. and 4 p.m. apply N.M. Union Ft>od Service
Office.
3/26.
APPLICATIONS ARE NOW being taken for
positions at (he Girl Scout Summer Camp in the
Jemez. Mountains. Nccdetl arc: Nurse, riding staff,
counselors, handymen and kichen aides. Call 243·
9581 for more information.
4/6.
PART-TJMt: JOII afternoons and evenings. Muse be
21 years old. Apply In person, no phone culls please.
Savcway Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, 5516
Menaul NE.
t fn

wmn:WA TSR RAFTING ON Rio Grande and Rio
Chama bY Wild water. Rafting Experlen~~s. 266-972!.
.
4/S
HAV.ING TROUBLE FINDING new rnusjc? Replay
Re~ords carry the latest seleclions and excessories, (t·
shirts, badges, elc.). 435 Gua~alupe No.6, Santa f'e.
3/29
VIS-' • MASTEitcARilS ISSUEJl qui~kly! No
credit chec~! Guaraptcedl Free details. Send self·
addressed, stamped envelope: Crcditline llox 334·
AY, Rye, NH 03870,
3126
n;ACIIt:H·PHINCIPAL WANTS to ho.use sit or
exchange Jt•ne-July !982. Excellent references 662·
7~92. evenings 672-3851, afternoons only.
3/26

9. Las N oticias
SAY YOUH NOTICES here.
tfn
TilE STUUf.NT VETEHEN's Association will hold
. their meeting for th¢ rnonth of March on 3·30·82 in
the Child Care Co-op at 7:oop.m., Mesa Vis.ta Hall.
3/30.
UNM BALLROOM DANCE Club will rneel Friday
night 7:30 in the SUB llallroom. The free
mini~ Jesson will be on CountrY Western two step.
Admittance for non-members is $1.00; a membership
for rhe rest oft he semester is$3.00.
3/26

7. Travel
UiWt:R CI.ASSMAN, MONTII Europe, tran•
sfcrable credit, U of A, $2,769, .255·21.00.
4/i
RACK FROM SPRINO Break and yearning to go
again? Say it here.
tfn

8. Miscellaneous
200,'oot'F ROOKS, records, baskets, etc. with this ad
4/9
through ArriiiO. Birdsong. 106 Girard SE,

c;;overed
Wlragon

.t ~\JFMiiNtc~
P
w•~,,.
47

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLDTO\fi!N

ARMY·NAVY GOODS
504 YALE SE
256·0000

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Defects
6 Man's name
10 24. hours:
2 words
14 Flexible
15 Math, ratio
16 Ribbon: Pref.
17 Confess
18 Torrid times:
2 words
20 Kick
21 Write
22 Author Zola
23 English town
25 Some
vendings
27 Dirtied
30 Bank (on)
31 Perfidious
32 Cheapskate
33 Reptile
36 This: Sp.
37 Short story
38 Penetrating
39 Ike's command
40 Greek letters
41 Peru native
42 Loewe's
lyricist
44. Douses
45 Forestall
47 Completed

48 Moses' kin
49 Gulli
50 Bible book
54 Asp's sting
57 Spirit
58 Spike
59 Blind as60 Flower
61 Emmets
62 Plenty
63 Supply
DOWN
1 Obesity
2 Italian resort
3 Steam: Pref.
4 Harmless fib:
2words
5 Resolute
6 Pale
7 Mortgage
8 Collection
9 Clear
10 Cossack
chief
11 Pagan rite:
2.words
12 Anoint
13 Affirmatives
19 German river
21 Pouch
24 Private eye
25 Relaxes
26Sword

27 German
admiral
28 Evict
29 Prejudiced
30 Iraq coin
32 Sacred song
34 Excel
35 Lily37 New Eng.
State
38 Income form
40 "Good Night

..

4.1 Author
Fleming

43 Draws out
44 Prevailed
45 Macaroni
dough
46 Arrested:
2Words
47 Food
regimens
49 Knife
51 Preposition
52 Row
53 Hither
55 Container
56 African
57 Fuel

